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ABSTRACTResearchers have developed ways to describe a concern,to store a concern, and even to keep a concern's codequickly available while updating it. Work on identify-ing concerns (semi-)automatically, however, has yet togain attention and practical use, even though it is adesirable prerequisite to all of the above activities, par-ticularly for legacy applications. This paper describes aconcern identi�cation technique that leverages the nat-ural language processing (NLP) information in sourcecode. Developers often use NLP clues to help under-stand software, because NLP helps them identify con-cepts that are semantically related. However, few anal-yses use NLP to understand programs, or to comple-ment other program analyses. We have observed thatan NLP technique called lexical chains o�ers the NLPequivalent of a concern. In this paper, we investigatethe use of lexical chaining to identify cross-cutting con-cerns, present the design and implementation of an al-gorithm that uses lexical chaining to expose concerns,and provide examples of concerns that our tool is ableto discover automatically.
1. INTRODUCTIONA software application is a collection of many di�er-ent, but related, concerns. In order to ensure its under-standability, maintainability and evolvability, develop-ers try to isolate each concern in a separate entity, usingstructuring techniques o�ered by the programming lan-guage they use. For example, when programming inJava, developers use classes and interfaces as much aspossible to represent concerns, and inheritance and ag-gregation to represent the relations between them.
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However, the tyranny of the dominant decompositionstates that no matter how well an application is decom-posed into modular units, some functionality (or con-cern) will always cross-cut this decomposition [16]. Tra-ditional structuring techniques do not su�ce to clearlyand cleanly separate all concerns in the software, andthe implementation of some concerns will be spreadacross parts of the application. Such concerns are re-ferred to as cross-cutting concerns.In order to link related, but distant, source code en-tities, thereby improving the understandability of thesoftware, developers often resort to naming and codingconventions. For example, several design pattern imple-mentations [4] span multiple classes and methods, butcan be related through their (very speci�c) names, suchas acceptVisitor or addObserver. Our key insight isto apply NLP to exploit this kind of semantic relation-ship (i.e., equivalence) as well as other types of semanticrelationships between words.In this paper, we report upon an experiment where wetried to identify cross-cutting concerns in existing sourcecode, by exploiting the natural language clues that thedevelopers left behind. In particular, we use a naturallanguage processing technique called lexical chaining [9]to identify groups of \semantically" related source codeentities, and we evaluate whether those groups representcross-cutting concerns.Although the research area is still in its infancy, sev-eral techniques for concern identi�cation have alreadybeen developed [1, 8, 14, 17, 18]. Only one of thesetechniques, i.e. identi�er analysis [18], directly inves-tigates naming conventions, although the Aspect Min-ing Tool and the Aspect Browser were also designed topartially exploit naming conventions [5, 7]. The ma-jor contribution of our technique is that it recognizesmore complex relationships between words than pre-vious tools. This advancement allows us to analyzenot only identi�ers, but also comments, in an e�ort tounderstand source code. Previous work with identi�eranalysis groups classes and methods based on commonsubstrings appearing in their name. Slight syntacticvariations in these names have a large impact on theresults of the existing techniques. Even worse, classesand methods with names that are semantically equiv-1



alent will never be grouped. Given that current-daysoftware applications consist of millions of lines of codeand are developed by teams of developers, we can ex-pect that naming conventions are not strictly adheredto, but often contain variations. Relying on the underly-ing semantics of a word and not simply its lexical form,lexical chaining can overcome variations in naming con-ventions.
2. LEXICAL CHAINING

2.1 What are lexical chains?Lexical chaining is the process of grouping semanti-cally related words in (part of) a document into chains [9].A chainer takes as input a text and groups every wordin that text in a chain with closely related words alsoappearing in the text. It outputs a list of chains thateach contain closely related words. Chains show how thetext \hangs together as a whole" [6]. If lexical chainsare denoted in a text, one can see how di�erent seman-tic topics, de�ned as the word members of a chain, owthrough the piece, by connecting the members of thechain sequentially.An example of lexical chaining is presented in Table 1,where the auction and the money concerns are repre-sented in the text by means of superscripts (all membersof the auction concern are marked with a 1, money witha 2). Both concerns occur in the �rst and third para-graph, and one chain contains both the related words\money", \bills", and \funds". The second paragraphcontains no members of any chain, so we can assumethat none of the two semantic topics was discussed inthat paragraph.We hypothesize that semantic topics correspond to a\concern" in text. In this case, the money chain corre-sponds to the concern of bills and the money needed topay those bills, and the auction chain corresponds tothe auction the parents conducted to raise funds.
2.2 How to compute lexical chains?In order to compute lexical chains, we need to be ableto calculate the semantic distance, or the strength of re-lationship, between two given words [2]. For example,there exists a strong relationship between a novel anda poem, both being literary works. A weaker relation-ship exists between a novel and a thesis, both beingwritings, which is a less speci�c relationship.Researchers have shown that it is easy for humans todetermine semantic distances between two, closely re-lated words, and that they do so with reasonable consis-tency [12]. However, semantic distance is more di�cultto determine computationally.In order to compute the distance automatically, adatabase of known relationships between words, suchas WordNet [2], is often used. The semantic distancebetween two words is then approximated by using thelengths of the relationships path between the two wordsin WordNet. The longer the length, the less related thetwo words are likely to be.Besides the length of the relationship, knowing thepart of speech of each word helps to calculate the se-

A 9-year-old boy successfully underwent surgery Wednesdayto remove most of a brain tumor he nicknamed \Frank", andwhich was the subject of an online auction1 to help raisemoney2 for medical bills2.Cells from the tumor, which had been treated with chemother-apy and radiation, will now be studied to determine if it is ma-lignant. David Dingman-Grover, of Sterling, Virginia., wentinto surgery around 10 a.m. at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,said Frank Gro� . . .David named his tumor after Frankenstein's monster, whoscared him until he dressed up as the �ctional character forHalloween. His parents sold1 a bumper sticker reading "FrankMust Die" on eBay to raise funds2 for his treatment.Table 1: Paragraphs with Chainsmantic distance. For example, the words \address"and \destination" could be semantically related if bothare used as nouns. However, in the sentence \Once hereached his �nal destination at the front of the room,he turned to address the crowd", the word \address" isused as a verb and thusly has an entirely di�erent mean-ing, and should not be grouped with the word \destina-tion". Programs such as Qtag (a part of speech tagger)can be used [19] to perform this primitive type of word-sense disambiguation [10].
3. USING LEXICAL CHAINING FOR CON-

CERN MININGWe hypothesize that some lexical chains in a softwareapplication will correspond to high-level concerns. Asexplained earlier, developers are forced to leave naturallanguage clues, due to the lack of adequate structur-ing techniques for cross-cutting concerns. These cluesprovide information about the functionality of the code.Therefore, if two regions of code contain similar words,used as the same parts of speech, it is likely that thesetwo code segments are dealing with the same function-ality.However, because a single class and the methods itde�nes presumably also implement a concern, it is notsu�cient simply to look for any combination of words.To �nd cross-cutting concerns we look for chains thathave members with a high amount of scatter (i.e., theword members are from many di�erent source �les). Wesuspect that these chains will often correspond to high-level concerns that are scattered throughout code.
3.1 Relevant Word SelectionThe source code of a software application consistsof many di�erent strings, of many di�erent types, andin many di�erent contexts. Many of those strings arenot useful for deducing semantic relationships betweenpieces of code. Therefore, we focus on speci�c subsets ofthe strings, in order to avoid meaningless associations.Speci�cally, we only consider comments and �eld, typeand method names, because we believe programmerstend to leave important semantic clues within these con-structs.Due to their primary purpose and inherent form, weprocess each of these constructs slightly di�erently:2



� Comments: Comments are usually written insentence or phrase form. Thus, we use speech tag-ger to tag words occurring in them.� Method Names: We separate any method namescontaining any capital letters into separate words.For example, a method goAndDoThatThing con-sists of �ve words: go, and, do, that and thing.We separate the name, and then use a speech tag-ger on this phrase.� Field and Class Names: We assume �eld andclass names are nouns. We split these identi�ersin the same way that we split method names.We also �lter out words that are unlikely to provideuseful information, such as \and" and \the", using astop list [9]. If a word appears on this list we do not useit to chain.
3.2 Lexical Chaining AlgorithmOur lexical chaining algorithm �rst retrieves all wordsfrom every source �le in the whole program. It thenstarts building chains by processing every word. Foreach word, it �nds the chain that is most closely relatedto that word, and adds the word to that chain. If nochain is closely related to that word, it starts a newchain with that word. After processing every word, weare left with a list of word chains of varying lengths.This algorithm is computationally expensive, since atypical program consists of many words, and the timeneeded grows in proportion to the number of unique in-put words (O(unique input words)). The algorithm'sruntime also grows with the length of the semantic dis-tance that is considered. If the algorithm considers re-lationships up to distance 10, it has much worse perfor-mance than if it considers relationships up to distance5. In the current prototype, we use a low threshold fordistances, because we are chaining over an entire pro-gram. This allows us to achieve reasonable run time foranalysis while still preserving many interesting relation-ships between words. In the future, we plan to examinealternative approaches, such as chaining over only onesource �le at a time and comparing the chains generatedby each �le.To further improve analysis, we employ caching tech-niques, to ensure that if a word has been chained pre-viously and it appears again later in the program, wedo not recompute the most closely related chain onceagain.
3.3 Inspecting the ResultsWe implemented a lexical chaining tool as an Eclipseplugin [3]. It currently automates all parts of the algo-rithm, including the word selection and lexical chain-ing. Upon running the tool, the user waits for thetool's completion, and then browses the chains whichare presented in the Lexical Chain Viewer. This viewerpresents a developer with all chains that are constructed,for a given program, and allows him to inspect the chain,as well as the source code entities that correspond to thewords in the chain.

Figure 1: Lexical Chain ViewerWe present an example, from one of our case stud-ies, in Figure 1. Here, a chain that includes the words\close", \ end", \ last", \ends", \Last" and \get last"is highlighted. The chained words, represented as chil-dren of the chain, have references to the source �le, andthe speci�c location within that �le, as their children.In the �gure, the word \Last" has been expanded sothat its children are visible.
4. CASE STUDIESTo evaluate the potential e�ectiveness of using lexi-cal chains to locate concerns in source code, we usedour tool on several source code bases. First, we usedthe non-GUI subset of our own plugin's code, consist-ing of approximately 1000 lines of code (without com-ments). Because we know this code very well, this al-lowed us to experiment with the technique, verify itsresults and �ne-tune it where needed. Second, we usedPetStore [15], a well-studied source code base that hasbeen used as a subject for aspect mining before [8, 13],consisting of approximately 10K lines of code. We hadlittle knowledge of the inner-workings of the PetStoresource code, so we were not aware of most of its cross-cutting concerns. In order to illustrate how the tool isused and what it is capable of, we focus only on onechain for each case study.
4.1 Exploring our Lexical ChainerRunning the tool on its own code produced approxi-mately 170 chains, and took approximately 12 minutesto run. When the tool �nishes, it presents a list ofchains. Within thirty seconds, we browsed through afew less interesting chains to the chain presented in Fig-ure 1. This chain suggests (semantically), that we mighthave functionality within our code that notes the lastobject in a series, or possibly the most recent action ina series. Strings like last, end, and get last that weused frequently in more than one class make us suspi-cious that this functionality might be implemented in across-cutting manner.As we investigate the members of this chain, we �ndthat the members fLast, last, get lastg are all relatedto saving state after a certain event has occurred. Wediscuss the reasons that this concern was implementedin this way and how we could refactor it in the nextparagraphs.3



Implementation of the Saving State concernIn our plugin, we have a Lexical Chainer objectwhich uses a Word Provider to obtain words as inputto its internal, lexical chaining algorithm. The LexicalChainer needs input (a Word object) in each cycle of itsmain loop, which Word Provider provides. However, atsome points, the Lexical Chainer wants to access in-formation about the last Word that the Word Providerprovided and the last iteration through its main loop.This is because the Lexical Chainer tries to combinethe two next words from the Word Provider to form aphrase, like \peanut butter", because the two words to-gether often capture the semantics much better than thetwo words taken apart. If the Lexical Chainer is suc-cessful in combining the next two words, then it needsto increment the Word Provider, otherwise, it needs toknow the part of speech for the original Word in order tochain it alone. We call the functionality of saving thisstate and allowing access to this information the SavingState concern.The following factors contributed to this functional-ity being implemented across both classes and withinnumerous methods:� The Lexical Chainer needs several types of stateinformation. This information does not neatlyfall in one class, but is spread over the LexicalChainer class and the WordProvider hierarchy.For example, the Lexical Chainer class de�nes ausedExtraOnLastIteration instance variable, torecord whether the algorithm used two words in itslast loop iteration, and the SimpleName- WordProviderclass de�nes the lastPos �eld, to save the lastWord's part of speech.� The developer realized that he needed these piecesof state at varying times throughout development.� The saving of the state information is an eventdriven function. When execution reaches certainpoints in the algorithm, state must be saved. There-fore, state saving code tends to exist in severaldi�erent methods, as events that cause state savesexist in several places. Examples of such methodsare tryToCombineWords in class LexicalChainerand getNextWord in class SimpleName- WordProvider.Refactoring the Saving State concernThe Saving State concern involves saving the last pro-vided Word as well as the last loop iteration's state.Torefactor the code that saves the needed state we �rstconsidered adding the needed state to the Word Providerclass. Part of the Saving State concern does not clearly�t into Word Provider, because it requires that we savestate from the last iteration of the lexical chaining algo-rithm (such as whether we used two words or not ). Wealso do not wish to add the functionality to the LexicalChainer class, because the storing of the last providedWord would more naturally �t in the Word Providerclass.Without AOP, we are forced to implement this func-tionality across both classes, with the last Word's statein Word Provider, and the last loop's state in Lexical

Chainer. Using AspectJ, however, we can easily movethis state to an aspect. This aspect would de�ne state-related instance variables, such as usedTwoWords andlastPos, and would provide appropriate accessors forthose variables. Additionally, it's advice code wouldconsist of state access and update behavior, which wouldbe woven into the tryToCombineWords and getNext-Wordmethods in classes LexicalChainer and SimpleName-WordProvider.
4.2 Exploring PetStoreRunning our tool on PetStore generated approximately700 chains. PetStore provides approximately 57,000words to chain, and the tool took approximately 7 hoursto complete.One feature of the store is that con�rmation emailsare sent out to customers that make purchases. Uponrunning our tool, we found (among other interestingchains) a chain with the members: fSEND CONFIRMA-TION EMAIL, checks, con�rmation, insure, check g.By inspecting the source code entities associated withthat chain, we discovered that this chain correspondedto the customer-noti�cation feature.Implementation of the Customer Noti�cation con-cernTable 2 shows three of the source locations that ourtool found. The bolded, italicized words are the actualpoints in code that our tool found. We present this sub-set of the original chain, because it neatly correspondsto the core of the customer noti�cation concern.� In class ServiceLocator, we �nd where the en-vironment property corresponding to this featureis stored. This property determines whether theadministrator of the store wants to send out a con-�rmation email or not.� In class PurchaseOrderHelper, the method process-Invoice is in charge of checking whether all ofthe invoices of a given PurchaseOrder are shipped.This method's return value a�ects whether a con-�rmation is sent or not.� Lastly, MailInvoiceMDB houses the rest of the coreof this feature. It tracks the preference of a givenMailIn- voiceMDB with its �eld sendConfirmationMail,and it is in charge of actually sending the mailupon completion. It does this through the poorlynamed method doTransition, whose comments(\send a Mail message to mailer service, so cus-tomer gets an email") make its purpose more clear.From this core of a scattered concern, we could useprogram exploration tools [20, 11] to expand and �ndthe rest of the concern manually. For example, we couldsearch for all methods that use the sendConfirmationMailvariable of class MailInvoiceMDB. In this way, we would�nd the ejbCreate method, which forms part of theconcern.
5. LESSONS LEARNEDAfter constructing the tool and using it to conduct ex-periments we have learned some valuable lessons, both4



In com.sun.j2ee.blueprints.servicelocator.ejb.ServiceLocator/*** @return the boolean value corresponding* to the env entry such as* SEND CONFIRMATION1 MAIL property.*/public boolean getBoolean(String envName) . . .In com.sun.j2ee.blueprints.purchaseorder.ejb.PurchaseOrderHelper/**This method processes invoice information received* from supplier by opc. Its job is to update the* LineItem �elds for the received invoices.* Additionally it checks1 if all invoices of the given* PO are shipped, it will return true to indicate all* invoices for a purchase order have been joined* together and the order is completely ful�lled.* @param po* @param lineItemIds* @return true or false to indicate if order is* completely done */public boolean processInvoice(PurchaseOrderLocal po, MaplineItemIds) f . . .In com.sun.j2ee.blueprints.opc.customerrelations.ejb.MailInvoiceMDBprivate boolean sendCon�rmation1Mail = false;...public void ejbCreate() f . . .if (sendCon�rmation1Mail) fString xmlMail = doWork(recdText);doTransition(xmlMail);gTable 2: Reported Chain Embedded in PetStoreSource Codefor using the tool to discover latent concerns and forfuture research on lexical chaining for concern mining.The most di�cult task when using our tool is identi-fying interesting lexical chains, especially since a largenumber of chains can be found. However, we learnedthat by examining the members of the chains, more in-teresting chains are easily distinguished from uninter-esting ones. More interesting chains often have the fol-lowing properties:� The members are words which do not correspondwell to a concern that is already modularized asan object. For instance, a chain with membersflexical chainer, chainer, chaing would not be in-teresting in our system, because we have a LexicalChainer object. A chain with members fDepth,shallowest, depthg would be interesting in oursystem, because we have no object that corre-sponds semantically to this chain.� There are more than two members. Often, if a con-cern has been implemented in code, the text usedto do so will contain numerous forms of the wordthat will increase the size of the chain. This is be-cause the concern is discussed in comments, as wellas used in variable and method names. Commentsare especially likely to generate di�erent forms ofa similar word for a given concern. A chain withmembers fchanged, change, modi�ed, changerg ismore likely to correspond to a signi�cant concernthan is the chain with members fchangeg. Also,a chain with only one member, like fchangeg islikely to represent a known concern, whereas a

chain with di�erent forms of the same word is not.� The members are cross-cutting multiple classes.Since we are particularly looking for cross-cuttingconcerns, chains whose words correspond to meth-ods de�ned in several di�erent and unrelated classesare more promising than other chains.The chains our tool outputs are currently unsorted. How-ever, based on the two last observations, sorting theresults seems an obvious extension. Chains with moremembers should be put in front of chains with less mem-bers, for example. Additionally, all chains with an equalamount of members could be sorted according to the\cross-cuttingness" of these members.We have also learned some valuable lessons for futureresearch using lexical chaining to discover latent con-cerns in source code.� Limit Scope - Although researchers in NLP haveused lexical chaining to chain an entire document,we believe that, when performing lexical chain-ing on source code we could achieve better resultsif we performed chaining over single source �les,and then compared chains of one source �le withother source �les. Limiting our scope to a singlesource �le would allow us to explore weaker rela-tionships between words. When the scope is theentire source code base, we cannot a�ord to con-sider all but the strongest relationships betweenwords, or the resulting set of chains tends to con-verge towards a small number of \mega"-chains(chains with a large number of members).� Investigate Types of Relationships - Although, inthe current implementation, we consider only thepath length of relationships between words, weshould investigate the use of the semantics of theserelationships and their use in discovering concerns.
6. CONCLUSIONIn this paper, we have shown that using lexical chain-ing to discover cross-cutting concerns in source code ispromising, but potentially requires a large overhead.However, because the technique considers source codeentities as well as comments, and because it relies onsemantic relationships, it �nds concerns that other, sim-ilar techniques ignore. Additionally, we showed that, inthe absence of support for aspects, cross-cutting con-cerns are indeed implemented using naming conventionsand intention-revealing comments.
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